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DIFFERENCE WORDS 
A. ROSS ECKLER 
Morristown, New Jersey 
In his book Beyond Language (Scribner! s, 1967) , Dmitri Borg­
mann introduc e s the concept of difference words. As he points out 
in Problem 45 (The New Chemistry) , the letters of the generating 
word FORM occupy positions 6, 15, 18 and 13 in the alphabet. The 
difference between 6 and 15 is 9; between 15 and 18, 3; and betwe en 
18 and 13, 5. The letter s of the word ICE occupy positions 9, 3 and 
5 in the alphabet; therefore, ICE is called the difference word of 
FORM. For most words, of course, this process leads to a mean­
ingless jumble of letters instead of a difference word. 
The above process is unique; that is, each word generates at 
most a single difference word. However, the inverse process is non­
unique; that is, a single difference word can have more than one gen­
erating word. To illustrate, consider the generating word CLOT. 
which has letter s occupying po sitions 3, 12, 15 and 20 in the alphabet. 
The successive differences of this series are again 9, 3 and 5; in 
other words, ICE is the difference word for CLOT as well as FORM. 
How many different generating words lead to the same difference 
word? If any possible combination of letters can be counted as a 
II word '! , the answer to this question is mathematically derivable. 
( Non-mathematicians may, if they wish, skip the re st of thi s para­
graph.) Let xi denote the position of the ith letter of the difference 
word in the alphabet. The number of two-letter combinations leading 
to the same one-letter difference word is 2( 26 - xl) , and the number 
of three-letter comhinations leading to the same two-letter difference 
word is given by the formidable equation 
2 ( 26 - min ( 0, Xl + x )) + 2 ( 2 6 - xl - max ( 0, x - xl))2 2 
where min( x, y) denotes the smaller of the two quantities x and y, 
and max( x, y) denotes the lar ge r of the se. To illustrate with a sim­
ple example, consider the difference word AX, for which Xl equals 1 
and x2 equals 24. Substituting into the above equation, we find that 
there are 2( 26 - 25) + 2( 26 - 1 - 23) , or 6 possible letter combina­
tions. It is not hard to discover that these combinations are XYA, 
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YZB, ZYA, CBZ, ABZ and BAY -- the last combination forming 
the only generating word. Unfortunately, the formu.las correspond­
ing to difference words of three or more letters are quite complex. 
A difference word can, of cour se. be the generating word for a 
second difference word, For exam:::>le, the word SET has the differ­
ence word NO, and the word NO has in turn the diHerence word A. 
No chains longer than this are known; the reader is invited to dis­
cover longer chains if he can, Obviously, a generating word of k 
letter s can have a chain at most k links long. 
'VITorking in the opposite direction, one can construct difference 
trees -- first, find all the generating words corresponding to a given 
difference word; next, regard "theBe generating words as difference 
words and find all the generating words corresponding to them; and 
so on, The two largest trees I have been able to cultivate are: 
It ox­ PAY KIN EN AFT BE KID- GRIM 
OF 1 PUG BIRD~IN11
SUP SLUG 
Does any reader have a greener thumb? 
Several logological properties of difference words should be 
briefly noted, If a generating word is a palindrome, its difference 
word will also be a palindrome; but the converse statement is not 
nece"s sarily true. A new generating word - difference word pair can 
be constructed by reversing the letters in each word. A word with 
two successive letters the same cannot have a difference word. It 
is extremely unlikely that a word containing the letter Q can generate 
a difference word. 
I close this article with a list of difference words. To keep this 
list within reasonable bounds. both the difference word and the gen­
erating word were restricted to 'VITebster 1 s Collegiate Dictionary, 
Seventh Edition. 
a - no, on be - gin, kid, 10 - map 
I - en, of, ox kin, sup me - bot 
ern 
- fan, job no - set 
ad - hie, him en - aft, pug os - pat 
am - ban, nob he - aid, got, wot ox - pay 
an - tug, vug id - rim so - tap 
as - bat, tub if ­ jag to - yet 
at - dey, fey in - lug us - vat 
ax - bay la - con 
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ads - feat dig - miry, yule ran - weft
 
ace - norm dim - mire roc - saps
 
ade - deaf din - plug, soft urn - vase
 
age - tuns ebb - face
 
aim - hire eke - inch bach - monks
 
ark - bash era - fast bait - money
 
beg - echo J king gan - left cane - hefty
 
bel - moth gee - bins, pins deed - minim
 
bib - girt, prig, gin - bird, slug each - child
 
trig hag - gong gain - hones
 
bid - prim, trim hie - men 's gait - honey
 
big - trip ice - clot, form good - pixie
 
bin - gird Ink - foal jean - sides
 
bra - cast keg - ting kale - epoch
 
cam - knob kid - grim lake - conch
 
can - heft lea - cots maim - boner
 
cox - spay mag - bong main - bone s
 
dag - song nim - wire pock - scrod
 
die - sofa oak - whit ream - safer
 
Tnus far, I have been unable to find a five-letter difference 
word corresponding to the above rules; the closest I have corne is 
GHANA - ELDEST, MOSHE - RETAIN and LIKED - FRITOS. Any­
body care to try? 
